It has been another memorable month for the teqball family, which saw the launch of FITEQ’s official app and the first-ever African National Challenger Series event. Hungary, Poland and Portugal also hosted National Challenger Series events, whilst Houston staged the 4th Challenger Cup in the USA. Meanwhile, FITEQ General Secretary Marius Vizer Jr held a series of online meetings with National Federations, where he was able to hear about the inspiring work from the global teqball family and update them on key FITEQ initiatives.

#WorldIsCurved #StaySafe #StayTeq

OFFICIAL FITEQ APP LAUNCHES IN APP STORE

FITEQ has launched its official app in the App Store, providing the teqball family with on-the-go access to all the latest news and information from the world’s fastest growing sport. Wherever they may be in the world, players and fans will be able to read the latest teqball news, view tournament results and check out the most up to date FITEQ World Rankings.

FITEQ GENERAL SECRETARY MARIUS VIZER JR HOLDS SERIES OF MONTHLY CONTINENTAL MEETINGS

On behalf of FITEQ, General Secretary Marius Vizer Jr was delighted to engage with National Federations from all five continents through a series of online meetings, helping further strengthen the relationship between the governing body and all stakeholders in the teqball family.
Young teqers targeting place in UTS Virtual Youth Games Festival final

Young teqers under the age of 18 have submitted their entries for the United Through Sport (UTS) Virtual Youth Games Festival, hoping to secure a place in the final of the inaugural online event. From 23-30 October, teqers competed in the qualification phase online via FITEQ’s active esport app – SQILLER.

FITEQ adopts new anti-doping rules for 2021

On 8 September 2020, the Executive Board of the International Federation of Teqball (FITEQ) has adopted the new FITEQ Anti-Doping Rules (Rules) in compliance with the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) Code of 2021. The Rules are effective from 1 January 2021.

Houston Challenger Cup crowd highlights growth of teqball in the US

The growing passion for teqball in the US was once again on display at the 4th US Teqball Challenger Cup in Houston, Texas, at the state-of-the-art O’Athletik Center on 18 October. The high-quality event, which was the first Challenger Cup outside of California, was witnessed by a large and vocal socially-distanced crowd.

Launch of Teqball Campus programme in China

The development of teqball in China has reached another important milestone with the launch of the “Teqball Campus” grassroots engagement programme, which is aiming build awareness and further increase participation in the sport ahead of the Sanya Asian Beach Games.
FITEQ LAUNCHES WEBINAR SERIES ON INTEGRITY AND ANTI-DOPING

The International Federation of Teqball (FITEQ) is proud to inform its community that it will be holding a series of webinars to introduce the FITEQ Integrity Framework. The purpose of the webinars is to educate everyone on the anti-doping rules and the importance of integrity.

TEQBALL ON THE RISE IN MONGOLIA WITH ASIAN BEACH GAMES IN SIGHT

Following the establishment of the Mongolian Teqball Federation in December 2019, the sport has made impressive growth and the country’s elite athletes are now looking to challenge for medals in singles, doubles and mixed doubles at the 2021 Asian Beach Games.

WORLD CHAMPIONS BLAZSOVICS AND BANYIK COMPLETE FITEQ ONLINE COACHING COURSE

Three-time teqball World Champion Adam Blazsovics and his doubles partner for the 2019 doubles World Championships triumph, Csaba Banyik, have successfully completed an online coaching course on FITEQ’s Online Education Platform.

STORIES FROM THE TEQBALL WORLD

Eswatini Teqball Federation
Romanian Teqball Federation
NATIONAL TEQBALL CHALLENGER SERIES

Bissau Guinea - Round 1
Hungary - Round 2
Poland - Round 1
Portugal - Round 1